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ABSTRACT 
. ·, 
. .,, 
.. 
Microstructural investigations were conducted on undeformed 
samples of cemented WC-12% Co alloys_ and samples deformed at 950°C. 
A coarse and fine grain alloy w~s studied. 
The fonnation of angular voids at the carbide particle 
'•' I•~ 
boundaries was observed; this porosity was greater for the fine grain 
alloy. A similar porosity was observed on the flank region of de-
formed tools. 
A rearrangement of· part-:i.c.les w·ithin the m,itrix w·as found, :wi.t-h 
·e\t'idence of particle -fi"ac-turing. Mean fre:e p.a-th for the fine :"gr_a_in 
a:1.Io·y increased with strain but a decrea:se w·~·s· o-b-.s .. :erve.o -f:o:r· the cpatse_c 
~:lle>_Y.~ A decrease in the mean particle s.fz·e foi· ·the .. coarse grain 
~Lloy w:as observed, with no corresponding change. in. t.h~ fine grain 
.alloy 0 . 
... 
The conclusion reached is that the coarse alloy deforms by both 
'te.atrangement and fracture of the carbides;· w·hile the fine alloy 
-sustains only rearrangement. ,·. ;:.· 
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INTRODUCTION 
Cemented tungsten carbide-cobalt alloys have been the subject 
of considerable experimental investigation in ·past years. These 
. -
materials are noted for the{r hardness, strength and w€ar resistanc~ . 
. 
at elevated temperatures and find extensive application in the tool 
industry in the form of dies and high speed cutting tools. The r 
favorable properties are, in general, due to the extrem·e hardness 
of the carbid~s and the mechanical strength of th-e b.inder-carbide 
composite. Historically the first hard metal o,£ cornm.e·-r:¢i~l signifi-
cance, the WC-Co alloy.s ha·ve · today been joined by n.e.w·er alloys 
having additions of titanium carbide and .tantalum: carb_:_i:de. Th.ese. 
:.n~w al lays have greatly expanded the :u_~ef14l sph-:e.:te ·o{ operation . 
. . : 
PREVIOUS ·R·es:EAR.CH 
A. Structure of WC-Co Alloys 
The structural charactetlstfc·s: .of ¢emented carbide.$: a:r~_: 'lfa:~:ic 
·to a discussion of the:ir _properties, b.ut have ··been a subject of 
considerable controvers.y. The electron· ph·ot·omicrographs of Figur:.e-: 1 
show· the :-microstructur·e for a coarse and f,frie grain WC-12% Co alloy:. 
The structures consist of WC particles generally agreed to be tetra-
hedral or pyramidal in shape., surrounded by the matrix of cobalt. 
(1) 
In the early 1940's, Dawihl and Hinnuber proposed the existence 
,, 
. ..,,. 
( ; ; -
- -f;-~ ' Q -c} -- -< - •• 'I -. ~(:; • ·--·--- - . ~- .. ·-.?-. -· ,!:w . . - - -· .. _____ .l- •• • ?· .•' - .,. 
'1· 
:o,f a continuous carbide skeleton at compositions up to about 6% 
cobalt. This theory was refuted by several investigators inc~1:1ding 
Sanford and Trent.,<2) and Gurland and Norton. (3) These latter 67 
authors found that the liquid cobalt present during_sintering is 
:2. 
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capable ~f breaking up and· destroying any carbide skeleton origin-
• 
ally present. They further suggested that the great increase in 
strength when WC is added to· cobalt is the result of a condition of 
severe constrairtt of the birid~r due to the hard particles, and also 
to residual stress effects. 
' 
More recently, it has been shown by Dawihl and Frisch (4 ) that 
there actually is no complete framework of pure WC, but rather, the 
WC grains in tow .. cobalt .. alloys (Less than 6% Co) are surro.unded· by 
(5) . 
a capillary laye·r of binder material o Altmeyer and Jung found 
the occurrence of cre·ep in alloys of less than 12% Co. From this· 
they concluded that· there is no t:ung:si:en carbid_e framework_, but 
rather thin cobalt :\:ayer-~: depo:~ite·.d between the WC grains. ln: 
addition, -Mo:lt (f~) rep_cJr·t·_e·.a: d··e·:formation in alloys with 6% co:bal:t at· 
.ele,,-at~-a -temperature. 
Gurland ( 7) suggests that cont.acts between the carbide grains 
.. 
gr-'.a.dually develop during s_in_ttiring in tJ1.e presence of the liquid 
J>ha-$:e. ::Ile cites an ob·serv,ed r.esis:tanc,e to o~_-format-ion .at the 
s·-_intering temperature, at(:-r_:f-Qtit-~ng this to th.e :grow.th ':of :carbide 
,. ,- ··~ ............... ~.·. :·. ' . 
to carbide bridges o He has .confirmed this r-.esult by quantitative 
metallography o 
(8) 
Kreimer, et ·al. - have shown that ,:assumption of 
cobalt interlayers of the order of 10· 6 cm thick at carbide 
-~=-- - ~ --·--- ~---·- • ·--- ~- - - • • · "::'-"':'l.. ~ ;:,~~-- •- ·- - - - •·--=- • •---·- ' n--~-1 • • ·.+ ~-::: .~ • .\::• ~ • .J - _ ~-~~, --•-... • :• ••• ~~-=-- f_ ••' ___ _ 
• 
J·unctions. leads to the c·orrect order of magnitude for observed 
-strength levels o It is likely that the actual _struq--ture represents 
' 1 
a compromise between the two extreme views. 
While the structure question has not yet b·e:en. ·r-~:~<1Jv~d-:,: .-mo·st. 
! . 
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investigators are today agreed on the essential points with 
... 
relatively few areas of disagreement. The subject of the mechanism 
of deformation, however, is quite another matter. Cemented carbides 
give the initial impression of being reasonably simple materials, 
while in reality they are quite complex and unpredictable. Since 
; 
the alloys with higher binder content bear a resemblance to dis-
persion strengthened materiali there is a considerable temptation 
to explain their behavior in terms of dispersion mechanismso Much 
contradictory data ar~ available, so that nothing resembling a uni-
fied theory of deformation has yet been successfully presented. 
B. Room Temperature Deformation of WC-Co Alloys 
The first systematic study of the effect of a dispersed phase 
(9) 
on the p·lastic properties of alloys was made in 1942 by Gensamer. 
In his study of the effect of dispersions of carbides in ferrite 
on the strength of steel, he found that the flow stress decreased 
with the ferrite mean free path. The mean free path between hard 
particles is the primary factor in plastic behavior at room temper~ 
ature. The implication is clear that the behavior is a __ .composite 
effect of composition and particte size, both of which effect the 
particle spacing. Particle shape is considered a secondary effect. 
. (3) # 
Gurland and Norton found for alloys of varying binder 
"'; --comptlsition·--"that-· cr-acks -appear' to·· fniti-ate in the carbide phase- - · 
'I but do not propagate readily through the cobalt. The occurrence 
C? 
of a maximum in the transverse rupture strength curve was explained 
~ ". 
in terms of the increased length of fracture path at low cobalt 
levels and decreased strength of the binder at high cobalt, as the 
4 
-· 
•· -·-··. ~- .............. -~--,.-~···-· ............. .........:......-... __....-. ..,._ .. ______ ,.. ___ .. ' 
' • I •H ."·-, ?---' •••• - ' ·--•·•~~·--·-•••-..C..... 
... ;,.,::··,;:·;· 
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" .::i.---
.•J· 'I , .. 
'. ' l.. . 
mean free path increases. 
(10) , 
Nishimatsu and .. Gurland have found -
that in cobalt rich alloys, failu~e occurred by deformation of the 
matrix without fracture of the carbides. The particles served to 
raise the flow stress of the binder. In low cobalt alloys, the 
,• ,~ 
load was carried largely by the carbide phase and failure occurreq. 
in a brittle manner. In alloys of intermediate cobalt content, a 
~ 
combination of binder flow· and particle fracturing was observed. 
They further suggested that as the Co content decreases, the 
strength. increases by mat.t~x: strengthening but eventually decreases 
as a more continuous fractu:re· ·path is produced. 
(11) 
Kreimer ' h·as _'prop.o·sed .an :ext.ens ive theory c,:£ thJ! ,def:qnp~~ 
tion behavior , .. ,{oµnd·ed on th~ modern· concep.ts of fracture 
mechanics o He confirms, essentially, t;:.h:_at at low Co levels fracture 
is bt;.itt ~~J- __ whft~ the _c.qp.verse is true:. at high Co .~ont .. ents. . ·- ... 
(12). . ... . . . . Kreimer a.nd Alekseyeva hav.e proposed that the obser·ved maximum 
• 
in ultimate tensile strength in bending as a function of cobalt 
'i 
content is the result of a change in behavior of th¢ b,.inc;ler phase. 
Below approximately 20% cobalt, they found that ·ft.act·ur .. e of an alloy 
with small particle size was due only- t:o ·'t'l1:e Cq ,a:IJ.d not the carbide 
grains. For alloys with larger particle -si-ze.,, c-r:a.cks 'W:e.re p:~o,p~_~: 
gated across carbide grains, 
.. ·- -.~ . - - . .. . - . . - - .. ._ ......... __ -- . -.- . ·. 
~ 
Deformation of the WC phase at room temperature has been 
/i (13,14) 
reported by French and Thomas~ These investigators showed the 
formation of slip bands in the carbide particles. 
(·15) . 
Gurland · has studied the transverse rupture strength as ·a 
function of Co mean free path. The strength maximum was found to 
5 
• 
;.J.'• 
-: 
. . 
. .,., 
., 
,, 
................ 
. . \.,. 
-occur -i.n a critical MFD. range of Q .• 3 to O. 6 microns for all compo-
.. 
sitions. This critical range corresponds to a change in fracture 
mechanism; at large values of mean free path the strength is de-
pend~nt on the £lo~ strength of tbe matrix and on the fracture 
. ~-- .. 
, .,.. strength of the individual particles: · The behavior is character-
istic of dispersion stren·gtheningo The fr-actur·e. process involves 
d·i_scontinuous· c·racking in. the carbide pha·s:e •. B':·~low the critical 
MFD value:, the fracture was observed ·to: b.e .c.ont.inuous and cat.a-
strophic'. The Griffit.h cri:terion o:f b·rittle fracture was fo-llowe.d 
and the strength was. controlled by crack propagatio_n.-,. 
. ... ,(16) .· . . ·'· Dawihl an·a Mal · ha-ve proposed ·the deformati.on mechanism to 
.·be a shifting .of .the ttirigs-ten carbide. graj.ps. in the cobalt ph·ase. 
:r;rhi~ shift~11g is consider'ably· easier above 6% G·obalt, where free 
cob-alt areas· exist o · The ·q.fs,,i.,lae-ement--·is · gradually impeded by :an 
anchoring effect of the irre_gular particle surfaces, until .th.e 
st,ructu·re is consolid~t·ed .•. 
:Room temperature com'.press:tve· .te,.s:_t:·s. :-performed. ··by Guttman and 
.Ha_le(l 7 ) showeq that crac·king: ·o.c·c,urr·ea:· ·from the ou:ter edge of 
cylindrical specimens and f.ollow·ed a cone angi·e into the specimen . 
.. Cracks· formed in the .b:i.nder· -or· ,at the ·binder-carbide interface and. 
. .- ' .- . - - . ' ., ' . . •. - ., ,· .-.. . ' . 
ap~ea_red to take the fci:rm :of. angular voids before failure. The, 
.. 
ftactures seemed to occµr: ]?y a·riv·ing e·~,sentially undeformed end 
cones. into the cen.tral s-atitple· r:egio:n~$, -whJ.,~h :are characterized by 
extensive cracking. . .. 
C. Elevated Temperature Deformation of WC-Co Alloys 
The de format ion behavior at elevated temperature is even less 
6 
. . 
.. 
' 
; 
' 
.. 
\" 
. :-- ·····-'· ...... . 
- .l! - - ·f' 
•·. (: 
w 
well understood than the behaviDr at room temperature. 
. · (11) 
Kreimer 
has considered the effect of temp.erature on the fracture strength, 
finding that ther.e is a maximum in the strength versus temper·ature 
I 
. (18) 
c~rve, similar to the one observed for composition. Ivenson 
has argued that the influence of d-6balt content and temperature 
cannot be the same. He says that-a. brittle to ductile transition 
must exist at some temperature. 
... 
• r 
.In elevated temperature compression testing, Dawihl and Alt-
(19) · . 
meyer found that there appeared to be so~e permanent change 
in the hard metal structure when tes,ted at 1000°C, while no such. 
change was observed at lower temperatures. Furthermore, evidence 
~ 
was found that such high temperature deformation tended to cause 
a decrease in the strength. in subsequent room temperature tests • 
It is suggested that the effect of increasing temperature should 
:be similar to the effect of increasing WC particle siz·e· or ·cobalt · 
)) 
content, that is, the strength should decrease. The recent results 
(20) 
of Betser and Gurland did not record such an effect. Further-
' I . 
more, they found that there was no difference in structure or 
nature of fracture for samples broken up to 475°.C. They concluded 
that the fracture strength in bending is essentially independent 
J 
of temperature up to 475°C • 
. . Da;~hl and-M~l (l6) s~-~~e~t th;f·"at temperatures above 80~-. 
900°C, the deformation process of sliding carbide grains changes, 
such that the anchoring effe~t is reduced by solution and dif-
fusion phenomena occurring during deformation. Thus, there is an 
annealing effect on cemented carbides at high temperature. 
7 
:, ... 
.,_; .. 
-·- ..... ~- - .. -
, ' 
L 
....... , 
: 
'r. ,_.- . ' ~~ 
.,, 
• 
' . The effe~t .. qf temperature on the microstructure of cemented 
' 
carbides was studied by Mikhailova, (2l) who found a mark~d decrease 
' ' in particle size when heating in the range of 1000°Co The grain 
refinement was less in sp·ecimens initially having a finer. grain siz~. 
Up to. 800°C, the main process was. fragt11;~ntation of the coarser 
grains, while above 800°C the fragmentation slowed down and the 
actual fonnation of fine WC particles was predominate., 
Do Previous Studies at Lehigh 
A program of research into the service behavior of.: cemented 
e:ar·bid.e cutting tool materials has been underway at· Lehigh Uni,.versi-
ty as a joint venture of the Departments o.f Industrial Engineering 
and Metallurgyo · Accomplishments of this prog.rant to: dat.e· include a 
study of the· relationships between wear 
., 
'(22) 
. · · .. -· · 1: · · - d · . f h :cutting toq .s:, eterm1nat.1:,on o t e 
and de.f·ormat:ion :for carb-ide 
conditions of temperature 
.a=nd ~tresses· to which tools are subjected during a machining _oper-
. . (23) . . , at.:i:on, ·· and testing of WC-Co mate~ials at temperatures and 
(6) 
=pressures believed to simulate actual cutting conditions. 
These research efforts were initiated to better und~rstind 
deformation observed on the flank region of cutting ta.o:ls:. ·After 
t:he conditions to which the tool is subjected during maChinirtg had 
been defined, elevated temperature compressive tests (constant load 
... t ~ 
'\ .... ~' 
.,:.. :.:~ 
and time) were performed using stresses and temp·eratures approxi-
-mating those observed during actual machining. These tests showed 
th.at the deformation behavior was quite sensitive to temperature, 
. ' 
1 
·.cobalt content and tungsten~carbide grain size. A surprising devi-
(6) 
ation from "expected" behavior was shown by Moll. Figure 2 is 
·8 
. ' 
.. -·""· 
_. ; -
-~ .... 
. , ... , .. , .. ,.·:, .... ,~.,-· .... -----·-··-·'·~-·----1~,· .. · .. · ......... ,, ... ·. ,·., .. : .. · .. ,· .. _,;,, ., .. ·:........,_-_:_ . ....,~ ...................... _. ..~-.......... ~'*",UI~.,~··· - ; 
.. 
-. 
1 typical of the compressive.deformation behavior of WC-12% Co alloys. 
' . ..--': 
"~·>"- . ' - '·-· , __ . · 1. 
At high values of stress, the fine grain material had greater strength 
than the_ coarse grain material, but at lower stresses the converse was 
true. This crossover type phenomenon meant that at low stresses the 
material behaved in a manner w·hich was contrary to that predicted on 
the basis of hardness. The hardness was RA 90.1 and RA 88.1 for the 
fine and coarse materials, respectively. A further result of this 
research w·as · the discovery that the deformation: appe·a,:-ed to· b.e ,a._s-
. ' (6.:) 
sociated with a formation of voids in. th~. st:r~,u_c·-t,u.re • 
. yi 
The phenomena observed were or s1.1·:ff:icient interest to -me·r:it --~· 
more detailed study of the deformation •beh·av.io·r. Such a '~tt1:dy:,. which 
is described in this thesis, w·as conducted o.n ni:at.~ria.l front ·the 12% 
C:o alloys, tested at 950°C... The purpos·e was: to :det·ermine· what 
·structural changes occurred_ during defo-rm'.ation, ir.i ~Jrde.t to bt~_t_t:e:r 
-·:tr 
understand the meaning of the cros:s~.over 'beh~vto.r. It w·as:_ h-c>p.ed t·:h:a·t 
such information would not ¢'.n_ly: c.ontrlb.ute 'to· the und:er~t~nd_ii:i_g -o.:f 
the cleforniation proc.ess .and eve-ntually assi~t in b_etter tobl. .design, 
·b.ut also- might be. o·f fundamental value., s,fnce th·e behavior o.f ·com-
.po.s·ite materials t·s of considerable int-e-r·e-s·t ·although still imper-
.·::f·ect ly understood·-. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
•· • ·•- • •.-, • ., • ( • .""'" ~· • • .._ .• • • ·.: • • .. --:...,_•.•.- "'l • ::, • _A __ I :.t - ,l .. ••• • • ') ~~.--\ 
- f' ,. • .. .. e: • ... ..: ...... ·.:.: /, ., ..-- ... ,,,. / -
Deformed samples w·ere longitudinally sectioned using a water: 
cooled Norton resenoid bonded diamond cut off wheel. The cut Stii::face 
was leveled by grinding on a water c.oo:led, fin~ grit diamond im-
pregnated grinding disc, after which the samples were mounted for 
polishingo 
:9: 
,. 
·_-1. 
< ' -
. - .--- . ~- --
. f: 
I ' 
Preliminary polishing was acco~plished by lapping at slow s.peed 
on a brass wheel impregnated with 14 micron Metadi diamond pa.ate. _and 
lubricated with Metadi fluid. This served to level the specimen with 
the mount and also .as a coarse polishing operationo 
Fine ·polishing was performed using first 6 micron and then 1 
~t.cron Met.adi diamond paste by lapping a.t high. sp.eed on h.ard paper 
laps. lubricated with Met.adi fluido Heavy pressure was applied 
during this s~quence to avo.id pulling out carbide particles and to 
provide a representative structureo The finish polish was achieved 
by lapping for a few turns with 1 micron diamond paste on metcloth 
rotated at high speed and lubricated with Metadi fluid. 
The volume fraction of voids was determined on the unetched: 
specimens viewed at 1500X in a Bo.sch and L9m.p Research Metallograph, 
using an 8 OX o i 1 innners ion ol:>.j~ct:.ive. A pbint count method was 
. . ,• 
· employed, using a 4!7 ASTM ,grain· s:ize grid {consisting of a 9 x 9 
array of 81 points) coupled with a lOX ocular in the metallograph. 
Other quantitative nretallographic measurements were made di-
r:ectly in an RCA EMU-3G electron microscope, on replicas obtained 
from specimens etched in~ 50-50 solution of aqueous 10% KOH and 
aqueous 10% K3Fe (CN)6• ,, The replicas were prepared by an indirect 
process which involved pressing acetone mo-istened 1 mil or 2 mil 
'J •• , 
cellulose acetate tape on the etched surface and removing the tape 
·when dry. The tape was then shadowed with chromium at an angle of 
about 30 degrees and deposited with a uniform layer of carbon. 
After dissolving the cellulose acetate in acetone, a chromium 
shadowed carbon replica remained. 
10 
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Quantitativ·e microscopic meas·urements were made on· tbe replicas 
in the electron mi.croscope at 7000X magnification, using a forty-nine 
' 
point reference grid placed in· the microscope col~mn above the fluo .. 
' . 
rescent screen. 1he grid projected onto the fluorescent image and 
was used for measuring the·· ·volume fraction of carbide phase by the' ... 
point count method. The number of carbide particles per unit length 
of reference line was determined ·using a circular wire loop which 
was placed in the microscope colum..n. as abo·ve. This resulted in a 
closed counting circuit, permitting the determination in·terms of 
w·hole particles onlyo The number of carbide-carbide and carbide-
cobalt interfaces was obtained by the use of a project--ed linear 
reference line on the fluorescent screen. 
Particle size determinations were made by measuring the largest 
dimension of the pa:rticles in the plane of polish. Thi.s was done by 
photographing the replica at 70-00X in the electron micros.cope and 
then measuring the particles directly from t·he photographs. The 
-- . 
particle size distributions were plotted and statistically analyzed. 
! 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Microscopic studies w·ere pe:rformed on the 12%. co·- fine and 
" 
coarse grain alloys previously tested at· 950°C" Microscopic ex-· 
amination of the unetched, deformed specimens on a longitudinal 
' 
- ·l·-: . ') •; c::J C .) '--' \.~ • ,Q, ·'-• •- ••' • :~. • - - _ • ,~ • •• •f ~ lJ 'LI " ".!' (!) • :, U < • ., ~ plane along the centerline revealed the·presence of' porosity which 
-
was not constant across the sectiono The greatest porosity was 
found. at the outer barrelled fibers, and w·as seen to decrease to-
ward the center. In the axi.al direc.ti.on, the po:rosi.ty decreased 
from the center toward the ends, until a point was reached at which 
11 
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essen.tially- no porosi~y was· observedo .Some of the mo.re heavily· 
deformed samples contained cracks extending from the corners ·into 
the sampleo Microscopic examination of thes·e regions revealed that 
· the cracksc are associated with extensi,re porosity where the voids 
join together into semi-continuous and finally continuous networkso 
Also, these regi.ons. of high porosity associated with cracks coin-
cide with the boundary region between the areas wh_ere porosity 
exists artd where none· existso ·the polished samples were traversed 
at mid- length and an average volume fraction .of. ·vofds was measured 
using the point count technique (Figure, 3}." 'J?he samples for this 
purpose were observed unetched p·ecau-.s·e :«itch'.ing tended to ob.scu.~e. 
the ·voids except in the regions of ·very :high' cqncen.t::rat-io.n". ·T·h·e 
sample was traversed in uniform increme·nts o-f- O·o·Ol _incho The 
a.ver·age volume fractio·n of voids wa-s plo·tted versus the total sample 
·str~in, as given in Figure 411 The· void formation associated with 
the deformation was considera_trly ·gt·eater for the fine grain alloyo 
Jhis may be a result of the greater particle boundary area ass6ti~ 
_a:ted with a flne grain material and suggests that the tendency for 
:void formation may be related to t·he interfacial energy. 
· To con:f irm that void format ion occurs in deformed cu·t t:tng tools, . 
a heavily deformed tool was sectioned longitudinally through the 
. .. • T' -
·-:.-
. _.",(____ -·- -<I.L· .• 
·~-··--:, ____ -- .. ~·· .!? •• ·--···- ;;.. -· - - .. - - . ., --~- __ Q. __ ;1 ·_: -~- -
cutting tip" 
- .;.• :,,--:"' ·-----· ··-
---o ··-
The resultant section was viewed in the- unetched 
' 
-- - ~-· -- -------- ·-
conditiono Figure 5 is a schematic of the tool section showing the 
... 
location from which photomicrographs were takeno Figure 5c shows 
the inherent or sintered porosity which occurred uniformly through-
. out the tool o Fig11re 5b was taken from a locat.ion just below the 
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crater areao Essentially no porosity was observed in this r~gion, 
which corresponds with the regions of high compressive loading at 
. the end-s of the cylindrical test specimens. Figure Sa .was taken 
··.in t:he flank area of the tool, indicated by th·e bowed or barr.elled 
surfaceo This area is directly analogous to the barrelled regions 
·of the compression test specimens and exhibited similar extensive 
porosityo Because of these results it" was felt that t·he compression 
specimens and the tool had indeed·deformed i.n a sirn.flar manner and 
that further study of the compression test samples should yield 
,.- .... 
results applicable to tool behavior. 
The ·voids w·ere o·bserved to hav·e a._ dist·i-n2t, angular appearartc.ei 
and were seen to form at the boundar:ie_s ·of the ·carbide particles 
(Figure 6)0 The angularity of the voids was responsible for their 
being distinguishable from sintered-porosity, which normally assumes. 
a diffusion controlled, minimum surface energy, rounded shapeo The 
structural details visible are entirely a result of surface relief 
due·to polishinge The location of the voids around the.WC particles 
and their tendency toward linking-up can be seen, as well as the 
angularity illustrated by the long and sharply· peaked shadows 8 
This effect w·as quite simila:r to that shown by Guttman ·and Hale! 17 ) 
The metallographic specimens were etched and replicas were 
. ' 1 •.... , .. . ·- -~ . . . . . .. ., -·- -~ r:::-·· -· . 
prepared from the center region (Figure 3). This region was used in 
~ 
order·to eliminate the effect of·extremes in porosity. The object 
was to determine if any additional structural changes occur as a 
result of defonnati.onG In the electrort m.icroscope, the number of 
carbide-carbide interfaces (particle contacts) and the number of 
1.3 
',\,, 
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carbide-cobalt interfaces per .unit. length Qf reference line were 
- -- -- --- - - -· -·- . - - ~--· ·-- ·~·~ - --- -- ---. ------·-- ·- -
i" 
·--. '.!.:'.. .• ~ - - . ·-·--· : .. ,. 
measuredo The two measurements were.made sequentially from exactly 
the same areas and an average value of each measurement was de-
terminedo" The results are given in Figure 7 and Figure 80 The 
number of carbide .... carbide interfaces decreas:ed w·ith increasing strain 
I 
while the number of carbide, ... cobalt interfaces increasedo The fine. 
g/rain material exhibited a greater number of carbide-carbide inter-
I~' 
· sections than t·he coarse grain material. at all- stra--in levels o In 
addition, t~:i~-
The conti:g:u·ity 
fine particles have a greate:r degree o·f contiguityo 
0 (24) 
rat10.9 which is calculat.e.d- from the expression: 
c· ::: 
where C = contiguity :rat:io 
Nfu· :;= number: ·o·f .WC.-WC -int/~rfaces/length. 
NL~ = nutriber 0£ wc~co interfaces/length 
was·: found to 'be: O:o4.C)l· ·for: tlie £:±n.e: :art_d. Q:o .. 338. for the coars-e 
•: .... 
mat.erial o 
....... 
•".;. 
The increase in the carbide~cobalt. i.s .greater than the dec:r;ease 
. 
:in the carbide-carbide interfaceso Thia ~ight be expected if the 
:pat·J:::i.c le:·s 
ili.o Th·is 
'I. 
are b·e_in.g pulled apart and some cobalt flow occu1;:s ·to- fill 
. . . . (16) 
is quite similar to the proposal made by Dawihl and Mal. 
- ,· - - ··-·-- ~ - ---- ., -· ,t_ ---.--···----·-'--';:' ~·--- - - .. :~ ... 
The increase in the dissimilar interfaces for the coa·rse: :material 
- . . .. 
was greater than twice the decrease in the like boundaries. This 
suggests t·hat somethi·ng else w·as occurring in addition to the pull-
. f . . 
ing apart under a tensile component of stresso Some other mechanism 
would have to be operative to manufacture more than two WC-Co 
14 
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boundaries for each wc ... wc boundary destroyed. One such mechanism 
which is possible is fract·uring of the carbide particles o 
It w·as felt that an approach from a slightly different di-
., · .. ,, 
' . ' 
rection might be useful in clarifying the behavioro Mean free 
path measuremer1ts were made in th.e same locations of the etched 
samples; the mean free path ·was ca.lculated from the expression: <24) 
MFD = 
i - \re 
NLP 
.\. 
where~ MFD = Mean Free Distance 
Vwc -
N. ·-
·LP ~ 
·volume Fraction WC 
Number of WC Pa:rticles per unit 
length 
·and 1·s shown plotted versus strain in. :Figure 9 o The MFD for the 
.. 
I 
fine material increased with strain .. :as wot1.l'd ·be expected if the 
particles are pulling apart as pre·vious l'y mentioned o However the 
:MFD for the coarse .alloy decreasedo This decrease is c.onsistent 
with a h·ypot·hesis :of fracturing of t·he coarse particl:e:s:o 
To obtain more direct e·vidence of particle fracturing, the 
particle size distribution as a function of strain was determined 
by direct measureme:nt on electron photqmi,.crographs at 7000X magni-
,ficationo The largest dimension on the section (caliper diameter 
.in the ,,,lane o·f polifJh) was measured for -each carbide partic.l.e."~ 
' 
The results were plotted in histogram form and analyzed according 
· (25) 
to the methods of Eldertona The distributions were consistently 
skewed to the smaller particle sizes, which is typical for m.easur.e-
(26' 
ments of thi.s t·ype o ) The dist:ributions were found to correspond 
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with Type I frequency curves according to the Pearson classification 
· (25) 
system and to have an equation of the form: 
where y = frequency 
x = particle size 
··y0 ,· a1., a2, v are constants 
The means of the size distributions.- were determined and were, 
plotted·v~rsus strain in Figure 10. For the coarse material.the 
mean particle size decreased with increasing strain, whcil:e £6.r: tJ1.e: 
fine alloy no significant change was observe.do Th,ia w·as. taken as 
·direct evidence of .fr·acture of the carbide ph,ase: .in. :the coarse 
a·~l9y· with little .or none in the fine grain s:iz·e: :alloyo . It is 
t·_:h·o· .. ·.  .. _·u·_ .. ·_.g···h·-.·t·:· ... ·t·h··t t·h· · ··k·· · ·£ M"kh ·1 .. ( 2 l) • t 1· b1 b ... a.. . · e wor· · o·. 1. . a1 ova 1s no ·: app· 1ca_ ·. ie ecause: 
. 
1): the effects.· he observed were much g-reate-r 'th'an · that 
shown, 
2) no size .change was ·ob,~e-rved ·ft)r th.e fine -alloy, 
3:) the: s.ize change for the :coar·.s·e, all.oy was a func:tion 
of strain. 
It, should be emphasized that the p_at-ticle size measurements did not 
yield the ac;tual, three-dimensional sizeo Rather, some value re-
was obtainedo The values were not used to repre.sent the ao.,tual 
particle size, but merely to serve .as the basis for comparison of 
relative values. 
16 
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and undeformed materials. Figure .11 shows such a comparison for 
.the coarse grain materialo The undeformed microstructure is 
characterized by well defined particles with even., regular bounda-
rieso The microstructure of the hea·vil:y deformed:·alloy, on the .. 
other hand, has particles considerably less well defined with serra-
' . ' 
ted, 'bneven boundarieso This boundary change is taken as possible 
evidence of slip in the carbide phas·e o A particle which appears to 
be in the process of fracturing is indicated by the arrowo The 
--
·occurrence of slip in the carbides at elevated temperature is not 
unexpected in light of the· room temperature: results of French and 
Th (13,14) omas o · 
A similar comparison for ·t.h-e fine· alloy is shown in Figur·e. i2·:o 
·The undeformed structure is aga·in well defirted and smootho 'rhe· 
strained sampl·e has a less well defined structure but the P:~rtl.cles 
do not appear to .q<;1ve the same serrated appearance which ch.arac·.t:e_r-
ized the co:ar.~:e·, ·material" It i-~ suggested that rather than .. :fractur .... 
ing, this structure seems to illustrate som~ effect of solubt.Lity 
ot. the particles and matrixo 
Based on the experimental evidence.)/ a tent.ative explanation 
o-t the crossoyer phenomenon appears possible~- If, as the evidente 
Jndicates, the particles in the coarse alloy undergo some fractur-
.... '-,, ._.,, 
- '·. """' 
ing (particularly at iow stress), it· is reasonable to assume that 
" the energy expended will not contribute as much to the total str.ai.n· 
as if no fracturing occurredo If considerable deformation occurs 
in the carbide phase, the result will be carbide fracturing which 
~will be impeded by tbe binder phase as discussed by Gurland 
·17· 
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" and Notton.<~) Since the carbide phase is only semi-continuous in 
nature, the deformation will tend to )emain more localized. If· 
this mechanism is operativ·e, less energy is a·vailable for the gross 
rearrangement of particles in the bindero A combination of binder 
-- ,_::::a 
. (10) flow and particle fracturing wa.s observed by Nishimatsu and Gurland 
at room temperature. Thus the coarse grain material can be expected 
to show less total strain (greater strengt'h) for a giy~n stress level 
than the fine. ;alloy·o This is what was observed at low· s_tres·ses and 
.. 
:'strains o 
:.r._f at some stress level the tendency of the coarse particil.es 
to fracture is no longer fa·vored., possibly due to a relaxation of· 
stresses, the a_l-l.oy will deform primarily 'by structural rearrange-
ment" Since at this po.int,. the two alloys will be deforming by 
essential,ly the same mecJ;ia.ntslllJ. i( is not ·unreasonable to expect 
the fine alloy to· assuni:e: its, anticipated posi. tion_ of: greater 
strength, as is actu:a_Jl.Y cftrs·erv~.~lo 
Support for' this· line of reasoning can be- -dr-awn. {tom some of 
.the evidence previously presented, namely, that ·wile· fracturing 
for the coarse alloy appears to continue as strain increases, as 
shown. by the mean particle size values; the mea·n fr,ee path levels 
off or at least decreases at a slower rate, indicating that pulling 
., ' ., 
'i' 
apart of the particles may be becoming more significanto ..;, 
t8-
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SUMMARY· 
Metallographic investigation of WC-12% Co alloys indicates~ 
lo The deformation ·of· the binary wc ... co alloy is associated with the 
. production of angular· voids which form at the boundari.es of the 
carbide phaseo The ·void formation is· greater for the fine grain 
material o An analogous vo.id formation was found to occur in 
deformed cutting toolso 
2o The number of carbi=de·=carbide interfaces decreases. with strain 
while the numl>er of ·catbide,Qcobalt interfaces increases o This 
suggests that particles are being pulled apart with some asso.ci.-· 
ated cobalt flowo 
3:o· The Co mean free path for the fine grain allqy: increases, but 
:for the coarse grain alloy decreaseso T.his suggests that 
fr,a.c.turing may be occurring in the coarse alloy o 
4o-· .P.-~::i;ticle size distribution measure~nts indicate that the mean 
·p·ar.ti.cle size for the coarse alloy decreases with strain, wh,tl:e: 
,n·o c·hange is obser·ved for the fine alloyo This is taken as 
confirmation of the concept of fracturing in the co·arse alloyo 
_5q Microscopic evidence exists for the deformation and fracture o.f 
~ca_rbide particles in the coarse grain material o 
6 ~ A.reasonable explanation for ·t,he" anomalous load· ,,ersus ·,strain:·.,. 
behavior can be put forth by the assumption of competing 
deformation mechanisms, (fracture versus particle rearrangement) 
in the coarse materialJ wit'h only particle rearrangement occur-
ring in the fine alloyo 
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FUTURE WORK 
"------
. Several areas hold particular promise for future-· r-es-earch on 
the deformation behavior of c.emented -carbides o ~ One such area is. 
that of the mutual solubi.lity · of WC and Co at elevated tem.perature, 
and its effect on propertieso Along these lines, the application 
of electron microprobe analysi.s or microbeam x'""ray analysi 
prove·usefulo 
Elevated temperature testing mu.s_:t be' i~cr:eased, and the forma~ 
tion of voids in th~ structure should ·i,_e :_s·tu:d/i)td ·.as a pos~Jble ·key 
to t-he deformation mee:l1anis.mo ',Mag:ne.tic p:e·tme.a·bility testing appli.e·c;l 
to ·a stud·y of ·void- fo.rmat.io:n,;; and th_e .. te'sti:ng of sampl:es with a _pr-e-
·induced· porosity or ··v-oid formation, . .a-::t.~ _;i..ti·:t'.eresting possi_bilit:i:e.s~-
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Figure 1 - Microstructures of WC-12% Co Alloys with (a) Coarse ~ 
and (b) Fine Grain Size. The Structure Consists of Carbide Particles in a Cobalt Matrix (7000X). 
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Figure 3 - Illustration showing a. longitudinal section 
of a deformed test sample. The void formation 
(represented qualitatively by the shading) occurs 
in ;he sharply defined "envelope," decreasing 
from the barrelled surfaces toward the center, as 
well as from the center toward the ends. No 
porosity was observed in the unshaded end cones. 
The horizontal line at mid-length represents the 
path of traverse for measurement of t~e average 
volume fraction of voids. The square at the center 
indicates the location from which the replicas were 
relll<?Ved from e.ach etched sample .for subseguent 
structure study. Note also the location of cracks 
which occurred in the heavily deformed samples and 
which were associated with extensive porosity. 
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Undeformed and (b) Deformed Fine Grain Alloy (7000X). 
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. . APPENDIX A 
Test Material 
The· sainpl.es ··upon which the origin.al compressive tests were, 
conducted;) and which were later used for the microscopic studies 
described in this thesis, were fabricated by the General Electric 
Company, Metallurgical Products Divisiono(6) 
Starting WC particle size was lo5 microns Fisher for the fine 
grain alloy and 605 microns Fisher for the coarse alloyo Powders 
.were wet milled with acetone for twelv·e hours in WC lined ball 
mills using WC ballso The charges were dried at 120°C under 
hydrogen for four hours and lubricated with para:ffino Ingots 
{_Oo_,5.5.5) 2 x 8" long were pressed hydraulically· at 15 tons/in2 o 
:the ingots were preaintered in hydrogen at 600°p peak temperature 
for a total· cycle of 10 hours prior to final machining of the 
desired 3/8 x 1" pi.eceso Fi.nal sintering was done in hydrogen at 
J 
a peak furnace temperature- .of. 1425°Cj time abo·ve 1400°G .about .20: 
minutes==total furnace cycl~, 4 hours~ 
The alloys were given a grain size estimate of Oo75 and 3q5 
m,icronsJ w·ith corresponding hardness RA 900 l an.cl 8801 :respectivelyo 
The density for each was reported as 14e31 gm/cnr3J with an ASTM. 
indicating a high percentage of theoretical densityo 
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APPENDIX ·B 
·- - ------- ------------•· .... 
The particle si:·ze distribution measurements are given in 
Tables I and II a The units of measure are inches on the photo-
micrograph at 7000Xo This can be convert~d to microns by multi-
plying by the fadtor 3a629a 
TABLE I " Particle Size Distribution .... Coarse Grain a 
Size s T R A I N (%) 
I 0 2 o5 17 8 ' 0 
Range 
Relative Relative Relative Freqo FreqD Freqo (ino ) Freq" Freqo Freqo 
• • 
,_ 
0/0o 19 1 0 0 013 1 Oo 012 4 0 Cl 052 
Oo2/0o39 15 0 0 200 15 Oo 175 20 Oo26.0 : 
.. 
Oo4/0o59 
.. 200 
: 
0\,302· 15 0 :29 17 0 o:2-Zl 
\. ·. 
·O -.. i· 6·/ o o 79 18 O.o 2:40 t6· Oo.t86: .L7 0.221 
.. 
O·o 8/0o 99 13 '' ·0-.. 1:7:3: 1:4 o·-o-163· 9 :o_o 11.7 , .. : ·, 
: 
'' 
'; 
,'' 
l_.:o/l.o .. 19 6 .0 0·80 8 OoQ9J. 6- 0.078: • . • ' .. 
; 
. ' 
1.2·11039· 5· 0 ./()o.6 .3 0:003.5 ·3 .O·o03.Q 
1.4/1059: l -•t:J.a:b Lil 3: ·o .. C> 03_5 1 b -013 : ' . . ' . . . 
. 
.. 
.. 
,. 
l.6/lo79 :0- ·o· ·o 0 0 ',O : :: ·.' .. . '. 
, 
.\ \i· :r~-•. ------------ .. - .. ··i) ( 
8/ 10 99 : O··o·Ol3, 
·O 1 l ', -o: 0 0 0 . ' : 
.. 
.. 
.' .. ·. '.• '• 
. . 
_.;.·_.· .. 
. ·-·. ' . 
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TABLE II: Particle S :ize Dist:ci.but: ion. <--' :Fine Grain 
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.. 
' : 
. .. 
Size 
Range 
(in.) 
0/0.09 
0.1/0.19· · 
0.2/0.29 
0.3/0.39 
0.4/0,.49 
0.5/0.59 
0.6/0069 
0 7/0 79 
. .. •· . 
cr .. :s10. s 9 
-'0_. 9/0. 99 
.. 
. . 
Freq. 
0 
17 
63 
49 
23 
11 
4 
2 
3 
0 
Relative 
Freq,, 
0 
00099 
, 
Oo.366 
0.28.5 
0.134 
0.064 
0.023 
0.012 
00017 
0 
Freq" Re l.ati·ve 
Freqo 
0 0 
15 0 .102 
49 0 •. .333 
31 0.2-1.t 
: 
31 .0.:211, 
10 0 0 0"6"8 
... 
,j, 
4 0-.027 
2 0.014 
4 0.027 
1 00007 
' 13 7 ii' 
' . 
Freq G ~ Re lat i've 
Freqe 
0 0 
14 Oo 102 
:4-1: 0.297 
40: 0.290 
2-9 0.210 
9 0.065 
4 0 0 0:29 
.. 
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